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Jammu and Kashmir Police, 44RR and 182 Battalion of the Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF) martyrs one youth in Pulwama
Another CASO another life taken without
evidence or trial, following the same
pattern of laying siege to neighborhoods
Indian occupational forces on 14th of
December yet again martyred one young
man [1] who has been identified as:
Feroz Ahmad Dar, resident of HeffShrimal Shopian.
As usual Indian forces blocked all entry
and exit points laid siege making
movement impossible, forced out locals
and paraded them for identification.
Locals were intimidated to corporate
otherwise face consequences as per
UAPA.
The joint operation by Jammu and Kashmir Police, 44RR and 182 Battalion of the
Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) Launched so called CASO during which the
forces fired indiscriminately killing one and damaging nearby buildings. A plethora
of false charges have been put up against the slain individual, however one should
take everything the forces say with pinch of salt as no evidence what so ever has
been produced to justify the claims. Wide spreading menace of Indian state terrorism
in every nook and corner of the territory, arbitrary arrest and encounters have now
become a norm. Occupational forces are using UAPA and other such laws as a license
to kill, persecute and incarcerate without evidence or trial.
___________________________________________________________________
[1] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/15/indian-troops-martyr-one-kashmiri-youth-in-pulwama-3.html

Two young men martyred as CASO launched in Redwani area of
Kulgam unfolded
On 16th of December Wednesday night cordon and search operation was launched
resulting in the encounter style killing of two young men [2]. Occupational forces
suspended cellular/internet services and surrounded Redwani area of Kulgam
blocking all entry and exit points [3]. Two martyred men have been identified as:
1. Amir Bashir Dar S/o Bashir Dar R/o Kujer Yaripora.
2. Adil Ahmed S/O Muhammad Yousef R/o Hatipora.
CASO was launched at night and aftermath of indiscriminate Indian firing has left
entire neighborhood bullet riddled. Indian security forces have been making
systematic use of state-sponsored broad daylight murders in the name of CASO
operations. Indian authorities have full backup with reference to UAPA which is
sufficient enough for them to declare an innocent person as, “militant” or “over
ground worker”.

___________________________________________________________________
[2] https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/j-k/2-militants-killed-in-encounter-in-j-ks-kulgam-350993
[3] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/16/indian-troops-martyr-two-kashmiri-youth-in-kulgam-2.html

Joint team of Police, army’s 16 RR and 156 TA, launches CASO,
martyrs one youth in Poonch
A young man whose credentials could not
be ascertained who was later identified as
Abu Zarar was martyred as the joint team
of police and occupational army launched
a cordon and search operation in Doori
Dhok, near Bufliyaz in Surankote area of
Poonch district on Tuesday 14th of
December 2021 [4]. However this is a
condemnable and ruthless act of extra
judicial killing of one more innocent
Kashmiri youth who was reportedly in
custody and was killed execution style
with weapons planted after the encounter.
There is no military solution to the conflict, which India has invariably tried to push
for. Such barbaric acts are continuing with false legitimacy provided through UAPA
and previous black laws. International community is silent which can be attributed to
regional interests, inclusion and unilateral world view, India’s recent election to the
Human Rights Council with the support of the overwhelming majority of the UN
members is the latest example of the international community’s disregard of India’s
massive violations of human rights in occupied Kashmir. The situation is getting
worse and instead of reaching out to the people, India is pushing them to the wall.

___________________________________________________________________
[4] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/14/indian-troops-martyr-one-kashmiri-youth-in-poonch.html

Two youth martyred in Srinagar followed by massive protests
Two youth were martyred on 13th of December at Rangreth area of Srinagar [5] in
what appears to be execution style killing. Bodies of the victim had all hallmarks of
pointblank shot to the head with no sigh of struggle, battle fatigued clothes or
belonging, weapons seems to be carefully put on bodies unstrapped the whole scene
too surgical and clean to be a true gun fight, with locals protesting all over the area.
One of the Victim has been identified as:
Adil Ahmad Wani of Daramdoora Shopian
While police is withholding identity of another victim for some unknown reason,
massive protests turned out all around the area with women and children raising anti
occupational slogans. The occupational forces resorted to tear gas shelling and
arresting women who were merely demanding an end to all the violence.

___________________________________________________________________
[5] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/13/indian-troops-martyr-two-kashmiri-youth-in-srinagar.html

Massive protests breakout after Rangreth massacre, occupational
forces resort to detaining women

After the extra judicial open day execution style false encounter of two young men
at Rangreth Srinagar, local civilians protested, raised anti occupational slogans and
pelted stones at occupiers who resorted to shelling and baton charge.
Mother and daughter both resident of Rose enclave Wanbal Rawalpora in Srinagar
who gathered gut to speak against the atrocities of occupational forces have been
abducted by authorities [6]. Arbitrary arrest of a wailing mother and daughter at
Rangreth in Srinagar speaks volumes of Indian desperation. The women have been
identified as:
Afrooza wife of Mushtaq Ahmad Sufi
Aisha daughter of Mushtaq Ahmad Sufi
Both have been booked under draconian UAPA, which is a tool for labeling any
Kashmiri as anti-state.
___________________________________________________________________
[6] https://thekashmiriyat.co.uk/rangreth-shootout-aftermath-police-arrest-mother-daughter-on-charges-of-raising-antinational-slogans-in-srinagar

Mother dies awaiting son’s release who was wrongfully incarcerated

Muneera Banoo, mother of unfortunate Aijaz Ahmed Naik who is in jail for 4 years
without an evidence on false charges, the sole bread-earner of his family who was
arrested without trial for no reason, died awaiting her son’s release.
Aijaz Ahmed Naik on 6th of May 2019, was arrested in a militancy-related case which
could not be proven till this date. He was initially kept at Police Station, Zainapora,
and Later after being moved over different prisons eventually he remained
incarcerated at Srinagar jail [7]. He used to own a mobile-recharge shop in the
Zainapora market of Shopian.
He was granted bail and the mother had high hopes of seeing her son again but
another case was brought up out of the blue and he was again incarcerated on
another false charge. Muneera’s health deteriorated after that and she started to
consume antidepressants. With keen eyes to see her innocent son again poor soul
left for heavenly abode and met her creator on 8th of December
___________________________________________________________________
[7] https://thekashmirwalla.com/awaiting-sons-release-from-jail-since-2019-mother-passes-away/

Notorious, National Intelligence agency and Counter intelligence
Kashmir carry out raids separately
NIA carried out raids across four locations and detained on false charges an
individual named Irfan Tariq Antoo from Sopore without a warrant or evidence [8].
The agency is infamous for its murky operations and gas lighting of innocent civilians
based on faulty Intel, meanwhile another agency “Counter Intelligence Kashmir CIK
also carried out separate raids across 14 locations [9].
Following open source details are available about CIK, s raid:
1. School run by a Jamaat-e-Islami member in Srinagar.
2. Residential houses of
 Assadullah Butt

Retired teacher

 Abdul Rashid Shah

Retired Naib Tehsildar,

 Abdul Rahman Mir

Patwari

 Bilal Ahmad Dar

Teacher

 Mohammad Shaban Dar

Farmer

3. The agency also raided the registered school namely Jamaat-us-Salihat in
Srinagar.
Indian police during house raids have arrested over fifty people in Bandipore town
and as of now no evidence of them being in any subversive activity could be
produced.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[8] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/16/indias-nia-raids-4-locations-in-iiojk.html
[9] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/15/cik-raids-over-dozen-locations-in-iiojk.html

Indian forces martyr one youth in Srinagar and loot all belongings as
another fake CASO enfolds
Uniformed terrorists of CPRF launched a so
called CASO at Darbagh Dhara area of
Harwan in Srinagar martyring one youth [10]
who has been identified as Saifulla Shawaz.
The house inmates said that their house
received damage & most of their belongings
were missing after the encounter
[11]
.Reportedly Indian forces looted the
house and took everything of value with
them including jewelry and other
belongings.
Indian occupational forces have not yet released much information about the slain
victim as of now however it should be observed given the ongoing killings without a
trial or evidence occupational forces label common folk as “Over Ground Workers”
or “Militants”, only to kill them in cold blood. CASO, s are being done during Chillaie-Kalan, the 40-day long chilliest part of the winter season, Jammu and Kashmir and
Ladakh continued to reel under intense cold conditions with Srinagar recording a low
of minus 5.8°C .People are suffering as authorities instead of providing them with
fuel and electricity are scapegoating common Kashmiri folk in the name of cordon
and search operations. Population is evidently depressed as winter glooms and
uncertainty looms as they don’t know if they’ll ever see the next dawn. A major power
breakdown amid extreme cold wave has pushed large parts of Jammu and Kashmir
to the edge as thousands of employees of the Power Development Department have
gone on indefinite strike however regardless of all the humanitarian dilemma taking
place Modi regime seems to carry on with its policy of genocide to keep its Hinduvta
masses happy and delighted with reference to Akhand Hindu Kashmir.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[10] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/19/indian-troops-martyr-one-youth-in-srinagar.html
[11] https://twitter.com/TheKashmiriyat/status/147253078543331
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